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TREND IS GOOD NEWS FOR DIGITAL CHANNELS
  New numbers suggest that consumers are feeling both 
better and worse about the state of shopping, Adweek 
reports.
  A report from financial services firm Cowen, which 
polled 2,500 U.S consumers in mid-May, found that 76% 
of respondents expect to spend either the same amount 
or more in the upcoming month. That’s up 10 points 
compared to mid-April, when 66% said the 
same.
  Among the survey participants, 65% 
said they received a stimulus check. The 
majority (63%) of this subgroup plan to 
either save the extra income, use it to 
pay down debt or put it toward housing 
costs. In other words, it won’t get used on 
discretionary goods and services.
  While spending expectations are up, 
comfort levels around returning to public places are down. 
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 indicating the lowest sense of 
safety and 10 indicating the highest, consumer sentiment 
toward most establishments has fallen into negative 
territory, if not already there.
  “People feel less safe about re-entering pretty much 
every category that we track,” said John Blackledge, a 
managing director and senior research analyst at Cowen.
  Concert venues, for example, have decreased from 
4.5 in mid-April to 3.5 in mid-May. Restaurants and bars 
have declined from 5.4 to 4.6. Gyms dropped from 4.8 to 
3.8. Retail stores, however, have remained relatively flat, 
inching down slightly from 5.8 to 5.2 — meaning shoppers 
are almost evenly split on whether they feel safe about 
returning to shops once they officially reopen.
  The combination of more consumers willing to open their 
wallets with fewer showing confidence in entering brick-
and-mortar locations seems to bode well for companies 
that offer shoppers the ability to buy through digital 
channels. In the current climate, Walmart reported that 
its Q1 e-commerce sales climbed 74%. Target saw its 
curbside pickup service increase nearly 1,000% in April.
  A recent survey from McKinsey found that during the 
pandemic, about 1 in 5 shoppers have abandoned their 
primary grocer in favor of another. A top reason for leaving: 
poor e-commerce.
  “Anything that caters to being at home has done well 
in this environment,” said Blackledge, who listed Peloton 
and Netflix as two examples.
  According to Cowen, about half of U.S. consumers expect 
the COVID-19 outbreak to disrupt their lives for six months 
or longer — a number significantly higher than the 18% 
of respondents who said the same in late March, when 
schools and nonessential businesses began to shut down.
  More than 1 in 5 (22%) think the present disruption will 
last 12 months or longer, compared to just 6% in late 
March.

AMERICANS WANT TO SPEND, WARY OF PUBLIC PLACES
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Reuters reports Renault, Nissan and Mitsubishi Motors 
are updating their alliance with a new plan to create better 
cooperation to develop and produce vehicles, as all three 
are “reeling” from the pandemic and the ousting of former 
chairman Carlos Ghosn. The alliance will focus on systematic 
divisions of labor, with each partner leading for a particular 
type of vehicle and geographic region.  Nissan is the leader 

for the United States… Retail Leader 
reports encouraging news from three major 
chains as they reopen stores that had been 
shuttered. Execs from TJX, Ross Stores 
and Macy’s all made favorable statements 
about early sales. The CEO of Macy’s called 
customer demand “moderately higher than 
we anticipated”... Walmart is getting into 
the used clothing business, teaming with 
ThredUp.com. It will offer used women’s 

and children’s clothes and accessories on its website… 
Tractor Supply issued a preliminary Q2 report and the 
numbers are very strong, with comp store sales up 20%-
25%, well above the 4.3% gain the company had in its Q1. 
The company expanded its same-day delivery service to all 
1,863 stores last month… Outdoors retailer REI is teaming 
with Williams Sonoma’s West Elm home-furnishing chain 
to sell a variety of merchandise called REI x West Elm, 
designed to make customers feel at home while enjoying the 
outdoors. Products range from $6 to $199… C-store chain 
Cumberland Farms is starting curbside pickup for customers 
who order through the chain’s SmartPay app.  From 6 AM 
to 9 PM, orders will be handed to customers curbside or 
while they’re pumping gas… Progressive Grocer notes 
Dollar General is looking to expand the availability of fresh 
produce to about 400 of its stores this year. The company 
operates more than 16,000 stores in 44 states and actually 
ranks No. 16 on PG’s rankings of food retailers… Marco’s 
Pizza, the sixth-largest US. pizza chain with more than 900 
locations, has seen sales overall up 20%, with some markets 
up as much as 40%-50%... For the second straight month, 
Papa John’s set a sales record with a 33.5% same-store 
sales gain. April’s comps had been up 26.9%... Domino’s 
reported on the eight weeks from March 23 to May 17, with 
a blended comp store gain of 14%. Company-owned units 
delivered a 16.2% gain while franchisees averaged a 13.9% 
increase… Pizza Hut will give away a half-million free pizzas 
to graduating high school seniors in the class of 2020… 
Tuesday Morning has now officially filed for bankruptcy. It 
hopes to remain in business, but it’s planning to close about 
230 of its current roster of 687 stores and hopes to emerge 
from bankruptcy before the end of the year with the reduced 
store roster. It’s looking to renegotiate existing leases with 
its landlords. About 80% of the chain’s locations have 
reopened… Advantage Rent a Car has followed larger rival 
Hertz into bankruptcy. The fourth-largest rental car firm has 
debts of more than a half-billion dollars.
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U.S. PAY-TV REVENUE SEEN FALLING 35% BY 2025
  Global pay-TV revenue will fall to $150 billion in 2025 from a 
peak of $202 billion in 2016, despite the addition of 35 million 
additional subscribers, according to the latest report from 
Digital TV Research.
  The research company predicts pay-TV revenue declines 
in 61 countries from 2019-2025, Next TV reports. And in the 
U.S., it’s forecasting a revenue drop over that five-year span 
of 35% to around $57.4 billion.
  A year ago, Digital TV Research projected that U.S. pay-TV 
revenue would decrease to about $75.7 billion by 2024 — 
the domestic industry’s projected rate of decline has clearly 

picked up, at least in the eyes of the 
research firm.
  According to Simon Murray, principal 
analyst at Digital TV Research, the 
“losses” are largely accounted for, in 
many cases, by telecom service providers 
shifting their priorities to broadband 
products
  “Much of the losses are down to 
subscribers converting from standalone 
TV to a bundle where they pay more 
overall to the operator but less on TV 
services. Cord-cutting is also a major 
problem, especially in the U.S.,” he said.

  The research company also predicted U.S. satellite TV 
revenue to decline by $18 billion from 2019-2025. “Our 
forecasts assume that professional sports will restart in 
August following relaxations in the COVID-19 lockdown,” 
Murray added. “If this does not happen, then pay TV will 
experience considerable churn.”

VIDEO STREAMERS’ ADVERTISING GROWS 87%
  Premium video streaming services’ advertising spending is 
up 87% over the same time period a year ago, according to 
advertising researcher MediaRadar.
  Since March 1, the average spend of all premium services 
has been $20 million a week for TV, digital, and print media.  
  The two previous weeks in February witnessed a high since 
the beginning of the year, of $35 million and $32 million, 
respectively — largely due to advertising around the Super 
Bowl and The Oscars. The four-week period before this 
(Dec. 29 through Jan. 19) averaged $12.3 million.
  For the most recent week of May 10, HBO Max tripled 
its marketing spend versus the previous week. On TV, 
MediaRadar says, HBO Max has run on-air advertising 
promotions on sister WarnerMedia networks TBS, CNN and 
Adult Swim, as well as advertising on ABC and Fox.
  With regard to TV advertising, iSpot.tv says that over the 
last two weeks (May 13-26), HBO Max has aired 1,381 
spots. Hulu has been the most active, with 5,738 airings, 
with Amazon Prime Video spots airing 2,251 times.

THIS AND THAT
  WarnerMedia subscription streaming video service HBO 
Max launched yesterday as the most-expensive OTT video 
platform ($14.99) and last to join a crowded SVOD market 
dominated by Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Disney-owned 
Hulu and newcomer Disney+... In the last six weeks, the 
Treasury Department and IRS have distributed more than 
$257.9 billion in stimulus payments to more than 152 million 
individuals... Media giant Warner Music Group has set a 
price range on an estimated $1.7 billion initial public offering, 
represented by Debevoise & Plimpton, setting the stage for 
the largest U.S. IPO since February.
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STUDY: U.S. PASSES PANDEMIC WITH TELEVISION
  Since the impact of the coronavirus pandemic, 53% of 
adults 18 and older in U.S. TV households agree that they 
now spend more time watching TV per day, while only 16% 
disagree, says a study from Leichtman Research Group.
  The study, Connected and 4K TVs 2020, was based on 
an online survey of about 1,200 TV households. It found 
that there were no significant differences by age, income or 
gender of those agreeing that they watch more TV per day, 
nor that there’s a significant difference between SVOD and 
non-SVOD households.
  However, 56% of pay-TV subscribers noted that they now 
spend more time watching TV per day, 
compared to 45% of non-subscribers.
  Just over three-fifths of pay-TV premium 
subscribers, 62% of pay-TV DVR subs, 
and 59% of pay-TV on-demand users 
agreed they now spend more time 
watching TV per day. Just over two-fifths 
(43%) of connected TV users said they 
use connected TV devices more often, 
while 20% disagreed. Looking at social 
groupings, 52% of connected TV users 
with annual household incomes over 
$75,000 agreed that they use connected 
TV devices more often, compared with 
42% with household incomes of $30,000-$75,000, and 28% 
with household incomes under $30,000.
  Age-wise, 45% of connected TV users ages 18-54 agreed 
that they use connected TV devices more often, compared 
with 31% of ages 55 and over. A third said they’re more 
satisfied with their pay-TV service, while 16% disagreed.

MORE AMERICANS RAIDING RETIREMENT FUNDS
  More than 38 million people have filed for jobless claims 
since the coronavirus pandemic started. The lost income is 
causing many Americans to tap their retirement savings just 
to make ends meet. And many people who lost a job — or 
have a spouse or partner whose income has declined — 
didn’t have much money saved in the first place.
  Half of Americans who were recently furloughed or let go 
have saved less than $500 for retirement in the past year 
— and 70% have saved less than $1,000, according to a 
report by fintech firm SimplyWise. Of those who have an 
individual retirement account, 401(k) plan or retirement 
savings account, 1 in 5 now plan to tap those funds.

MORTGAGE DEMAND SHOWS SWIFT RECOVERY
  It’s not as if the coronavirus pandemic has gone away, but 
after a sharp pullback, homebuyers are now piling back into 
the housing market much faster than expected.
  Mortgage applications to purchase a home rose 9% last week 
from the previous week and from a year earlier, according to 
the Mortgage Bankers Association’s seasonally adjusted 
index. It was the sixth straight week of gains and a 54% 
recovery since early April, CNBC reports.
  The gain mirrors an unexpectedly strong sales pace just 
reported for newly built homes in April. They were forecast to 
fall 22% but instead rose nearly 1% for the month, according 
to the U.S. Census. Buyers are rushing into the new home 
market, as the supply of existing homes keeps falling.
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